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Chiral condensates for neutron stars in hadron-quark crossover;
from a parity doublet nucleon model to an NJL quark model
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In this contribution, we summarize our recent studies on the chiral invariant mass and the chiral condensates in neutron star matter. We
construct a unified equations of state assuming the crossover phase transition from hadronic matter described by a parity doublet model to
quark matter by an Nambu–Jona-Lasinio type quark model. We first show that the chiral invariant mass is constrained to be600 MeV .
m0 . 900 MeV from recent observations of neutron stars. We then determine the density dependence of the chiral condensate in the
crossover description, and show that the chiral condensates are actually smoothly connected from the hadronic matter where the change is
driven by the positive chiral scalar charge in a nucleon, to the quark matter where the change is by the modification of the quark Dirac sea,
reflecting the hadron-quark crossover.
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1. Introduction i

Chiral symmetry is a symmetry of quantum chromodynamics
(QCD) which plays an important role in the hadron dynam-
ics at low energy. In vacuum the chiral symmetry is sponta-
neously broken by the condensation of quark-antiquark pairs,
called chiral condensateσ. The change of vacuum structure
produces the quark mass gap of∼ 300 MeV. In high energy
region, such as in high temperature or in high density envi-
ronment, the chiral symmetry is restored with vanishingσ. In
a class of effective models, the majority of the nucleon mass
comes from the chiral condensate. On the other hand, the
lattice simulation in Ref. [3] shows that the nucleon mass re-
mains large even at a temperature with substantial reduction
of σ. One of the effective models which reflect this prop-
erty is the parity doublet model [4,5] in which nucleons have
substantial chiral invariant masses.

One of laboratories to study the roles of the chiral symme-
try is a neutron star in which a matter at supra nuclear densi-
ties are realized. The density of a neutron star reaches baryon
densities (nB) several times greater than the nuclear satura-
tion densityn0 ≈ 0.16 fm−3, and may accommodate quark
matter at the core. The transition from hadronic to quark mat-
ter, which is supposed to occur in neutron stars, should give
us insight into the nature of chiral symmetry breaking and its
restoration.

One of the key observables in neutron star physics is
mass-radius sequence of neutron stars (M -R relation), which
has a one-to-one correspondence with the underlying equa-
tion of state (EOS). The shape of theM -R curve is corre-
lated with the stiffness of EOS at several fiducial densities
[6]. The low density part (nB . 2n0) is largely correlated
with the overall radii of neutron stars while the high den-
sity part (nB & 3-5n0) determines the maximum mass. The
neutron star observations and nuclear physics suggest EOS
should be soft enough to pass the constraints from the tidal
deformability in GW170817 event,R1.4 . 13 km for 1.4M¯
neutron star. Meanwhile the heaviest neutron star currently
known is PSR J0740+6620 with the mass2.08 ± 0.07M¯
and the radius' 12.4 ± 0.7 km, requiring EOS to be very
stiff at high density. This soft-to-stiff combination disfavors
radical softening and strong first order phase transitions for
∼ 2-5n0. This leads us to the hadron-quark continuity pic-
ture as a baseline to describe EOS from hadronic to quark
matter. The possible weak first order phase transitions may
be treated as perturbations. In practice we consider the 3-
window modeling [7]: we use a parity doublet model (PDM)
for nB ≤ 2n0, a Nambu–Jona-Lasinio (NJL) type quark
model fornB ≥ 5n0, and interpolate them to describe EOS
at 2-5n0. Our interpolation is highly constrained by neutron
star observables and the causality condition with the sound
velocity less than the light velocity.
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The comparison of ourM -R relations with observations
give us the estimates on the range of our model param-
eters and microscopic insights into the dynamics. Actu-
ally, one can proceed further by extending the interpolation
from physical EOS,P (µB), to a general generating function,
P (µB ;J), in which external sourcesJ are coupled to various
condensates and flavor densities. After constructing a uni-
fied functional with various sources, one can differentiate the
functional withJ to compute various quantities such as chiral
and diquark condensates as well as flavor compositions [2].
This updates the 3-window modeling from thermodynamic
quantities to more microscopic quantities which are not di-
rectly measured but are important to characterize the state of
matter in dense QCD.

2. Models

In this section, we explain a PDM for hadronic matter and an
NJL model for quark matter.

2.1. Parity doublet model for hadronic matter

A PDM contains two iso-doublets of nucleon fieldsψ1,2 to
describe positive and negative parity nucleons. The fieldsψ1

andψ2 acquire the opposite phases under chiral transforma-
tions,

ψ1L → gLψ1L , ψ1R → gRψ1R , (1)

ψ2L → gRψ2L , ψ2R → gLψ2R , (2)

wheregL andgR are elements of SU(2)L and SU(2)R chiral
groups respectively, and left-handed and right-handed fields
are defined as

ψiL =
1− γ5

2
ψi , ψiR =

1 + γ5

2
ψi , (3)

for i = 1, 2.
Such assignment of the chirality is called mirror assign-

ment. With these fields, one can construct terms including a
chiral invariant massm0, as

m0(ψ̄1γ5ψ2 + h.c.) . (4)

There are also Yukawa terms as in ordinary linear sigma mod-
els,g1ψ̄1σψ1 andg2ψ̄2σψ2. The effective potential ofσ field
is minimized for a non-zeroσ, which produces the chiral vari-
ant mass for nucleons. The diagonalization of chiral invariant
and variant components leads to the mass spectra

mN,N∗ =
√

m2
0 + G2

+σ2 ∓G−σ (5)

whereG± = |g1 ± g2|/2. For vanishing chiral condensate,
the nucleon remains massive;mN (mN∗) → m0 asσ → 0.
We note that, for largerm0, the mass of nucleon is dominated
by the chiral invariant massm0 so thatG± should be smaller.
Namely, the nucleon fieldsψ1,2 couples toσ field weakly for
a largem0.

FIGURE 1. M−R relations obtained from the PDM form0 = 500,
600, 700, 800, and900 MeV. The solid curves show theM -R re-
lations fornc < 2n0, wherenc is the central density.

For descriptions of hadronic matter, in addition we in-
cludeω andρ meson fields, which are necessary to reproduce
the nuclear saturation properties atnB = n0 and the symme-
try energy. For symmetric nuclear matter, the attractive con-
tribution fromσ field and repulsive contribution fromω field
are balanced. We were able to tune parameters to reproduce
the saturation properties, but the high density extrapolation
is very sensitive to the values ofm0. For largem0, theN -σ
coupling is weak. Then, theN -ω coupling needed to repro-
duce the saturation properties is small enough to be balanced
with theσ attraction. As density exceedsn0, weakerω repul-
sion leads to softer EOS and smaller radius of neutron star.
The trend is opposite for a smallm0. The trend can be seen
in Fig. 1.

2.2. NJL model for quark matter

For quark matter we use the standard three-flavor NJL model
with additional two terms: the interaction leading to the di-
quark condensatesH(qtΓaq)(q̄Γaq̄t) and the vector-type in-
teractiongV (q̄γµq)2. We explore the range of the coupling
constants(gV ,H) which are consistent with neutron star ob-
servations and the causality condition.

2.3. Unified EOS with interpolation

To construct a unified EOS, the EOSs of the PDM and the
NJL model are interpolated with the following polynomial

PInterp =
5∑

i=0

aiµ
i
B . (6)

The six coefficientsa0, · · · , a5 are determined by matching
the polynomial with hadronic and quark EOS at the bound-
aries up to the second orders in derivatives. The hadronic and
quark boundaries arenB = 2n0 and5n0, respectively. The
EOSs satisfying the causality conditionc2

s = dP/dε ≤ 1 can
be adopted as physical EOSs.
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FIGURE 2. M -R relations calculated from the unified EOSs. The
solid blue curves pointed by the arrow are form0 = 500 MeV.

3. Results

3.1. M -R relation

Shown in Fig. 2 are some selected results ofM -R relations
for unified EOSs for variousm0 [1]. For neutron stars with
the mass. 0.5M¯, the curves for differentm0 show roughly
the same behavior. The bold parts of the curves correspond
to EOS atnB ≤ 2n0, from which one can see that the over-
all radii of neutron stars are largely determined by hadronic
EOS.

We note that, in Fig. 2, we showM -R curves for which
the maximum masses exceed the highest mass of the ob-
served neutron star. The solid blue curves pointed by the ar-
row are form0 = 500 MeV, which correspond to the stiffest
hadronic matter in our model. The radii are too large to be
compatible with the constraints from GW170817 (the green
shades). Therefore, we omit them0 case and conclude that
the favored range ofm0 is

600MeV . m0 . 900 MeV . (7)

That implies that the large portion of the nucleon mass comes
from the chiral invariant mass, and theN -σ andN -ω cou-
plings are weaker than the conventional linearσ model with
m0 = 0.

3.2. Chiral condensate

Our interpolation procedures for thermodynamic potentials
can be extended to generating functionals with external
sourcesJ. We can estimate condensates coupled toJ by
taking the derivatives of the thermodynamic potential with
respect toJ. One example is the chiral condensate. Treating
the current quark masses as external sources, one can use the
Hellmann-Feynman theorem to calculate the chiral conden-
sates

〈q̄q〉 =
∂Ω
∂mq

. (8)

In practice, we construct the generating functionals for
hadronic and quark matter and calculate the corresponding
boundary conditions at2n0 and5n0. These boundary con-
ditions constrain the possible functionals in the interpolation
region. In this way, the condensates in the interpolated do-
main capture the trends of both hadronic and quark matter.

In the PDM, the trend of the chiral restoration is similar
to what we infer from the linear density approximation which
should be valid in dilute regime. The key observation is that
nucleons carry the positive chiral scalar charges whose signs
are opposite to the negative vacuum scalar density. Hence
increasing baryon density neutralizes the chiral scalar den-
sity σ. Meanwhile, the extrapolation of this picture toward
high baryon density eventually leads to the system with full
of positive scalar charges, see Fig. 3 for the flip of the sign
in σ. This seems odd with quark model predictions in which
chiral condensates lose the magnitudes at high density; for
instance, the NJL model predicts that the in-medium chiral
condensates are about 20% of the vacuum counterparts. For
the interpolated domain, these trends of hadronic and quark
model descriptions are balanced by matching the interpolat-
ing functions with the hadronic and quark matter boundaries.
Figure 3 is the ratio of the obtained chiral condensates to the
vacuum values for various choices ofm0 and(gV , H). For
comparison, we also show the extrapolation of the PDM and
linear density approximation beyond the hadronic domain.
We note that, while the PDM shows wild variations for dif-
ferent values ofm0 for the domainnB = 2-5n0, our uni-
fied modeling tempers them0 dependence by putting quark
model constraints from the high density side.

FIGURE 3. Ratio of the obtained chiral condensates to the vac-
uum values vs. the baryon number density. All curves of our re-
sults remain positive and approach to zero gradually, as indicated
by solid black arrow. On the other hand, the typical results obtained
from e.g., linear density approximation or non-chiral QHD flip their
signs at some high density as indicated by dotted red arrow.
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In qualitative terms, the hadronic and quark models are
supposed to cover the different aspects of the chiral restora-
tion. In typical hadronic models, one does not manifestly
consider the structural changes of nucleons aroundn0. Nev-
ertheless the chiral restoration can take place simply due to
the scalar charges inherent to nucleons. In this picture, the re-
duction of spatial average of the vacuum and nucleon scalar
densities does not immediately mean the significant reduc-
tion of the magnitude in vacuum and in nucleons for each.
With this description, the dynamical mass,e.g., constituent
quark masses in a nucleon can remain large even afterσ is
reduced by∼ 30% atn0 and∼ 40-80% at2n0 as predicted
by the PDM. In the PDM, the chiral invariant massm0 plays
the role to keep nucleons massive in hadronic domain. In
contrast, the quark models deal with the reduction of chiral
condensates in magnitude not at the level of spatial average
but at each location. For instance the NJL model predicts the
modification of the quark Dirac sea and associated reduction
of the constituent quark masses. In terms of the chiral invari-
ant massm0, the quark models at high density predict the
reduction ofm0. Our interpolation balances these different
chiral restoration in a somewhat balanced way.

4. Summary and discussion

Firstly, we showed that the PDM with the substantial chiral
invariant mass,600 MeV . m0 . 900MeV, can provide
M -R relation of neutron stars consistently the observations.
In the future, the further observations of neutron stars may
restrict the chiral invariant mass more strictly, because the
typical radius of a neutron star (withe.g. M ≈ 1.4M¯) is
strongly correlated with the property of the hadronic matter.
Moreover, since the model parameters of hadronic and quark
matter constrain each other through the thermodynamically
consistent interpolation, the parameters of the NJL model can
also be restricted at the same time.

Second, we showed that the chiral condensate in the
hadronic matter where the change of the chiral condensate

is driven by the scalar density of baryons, is smoothly con-
nected to the one in the quark matter where the change is by
the modification of quark Dirac sea. PDM reflects the prop-
erty that the nucleon mass does not change much, and this
property is consistent with ignoring the density dependence
of Dirac sea in the hadronic matter. On the other hand, Dirac
sea plays an important role in the NJL model. It can be said
that our crossover description connects the property of the
hadronic matter and the change of the vacuum structure in
the quark matter smoothly. This is one of the results that re-
flect the hadron-quark crossover picture.

Here, let us discuss the inhomogeneous chiral conden-
sates qualitatively. A naive extrapolation of the linear density
approximation indicates that the scalar charge of a nucleon
almost cancels the chiral condensate in vacuum, so that the
chiral condensate in a nucleon may have the opposite sign
to the vacuum one. Therefore, when the baryon density in-
creases, the space average of the chiral condensate can flip its
sign. However, according to our result, the chiral condensate
keeps its sign and approaches zero gradually. If the chiral
condensate has a wave form in the sufficiently high density
medium, the space average can vanish.

In this work, we assumed that the hyperons do not con-
tribute in the lower densitynB < 2n0. If one extend the
PDM to a three-flavor model and adopt its EOS up to even
higher density e.g.nB < 3n0, we can discuss the behavior
of the strange quark contribution in neutron star more pre-
cisely.
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